Create transportation programs to ensure guests feel comfortable while keeping health and safety front of mind. The business event experts at PRA generated transportation considerations to help in building practices for safe transportation program needs.

**OCCUPANCY REDUCTIONS**
- The CDC and local governments may implement occupancy restrictions for ground travel – much like the airlines – motorcoach travel may be impacted by these restrictions.
- Examples include: 50% Restrictions could fill every other window seat
  - 6' Distancing could limit to 14-16 passengers per motor coach
- Seats may be blocked off to guide passengers.

**BOARDING PRACTICES**
- To limit face-to-face interaction; guests may be asked to board the coach & first occupy the seats nearest the back. This could limit the number of passengers walking face to face with other guests to find a seat.
- Drivers may not get in/out of the vehicle at each stop.
- May need to consider using rope/stanchion or floor markers to note cue lines.

**PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)**
- Drivers may wear PPE gear.
- Passengers may be asked to wear a mask while on-board.
- Clients may provide masks for attendees to ensure each guest has one.
- Plexi walls may be installed around the driver for additional driver safety.

**CLEANING PROCEDURES**
- Vehicles may be diligently cleaned both inside and out between groups and/or runs, pending client specificity and local regulations.
- Hand sanitizer and/or sanitary wipes may be offered to guests prior to boarding to clean hands and their immediate space.
- Clients may add additional cleaning measures should they choose.

**EXPRESS SERVICES**
- When multiple hotels, terminals or venues are involved, vehicles may be dedicated to one pick up/drop off only to reduce exposure.
- Coaches may be assigned to certain passengers to eliminate cleaning in between to/from Hotel or Convention Center.
- Guests may be assigned boarding times to ease congested waiting areas.

**STAFF & LUGGAGE HANDLING**
- With guest and employee safety being top of mind, guests may be asked to handle their own luggage.
- For larger groups or shifted luggage, drivers may use a retrieval device to pull the luggage closer to the side of the vehicle for ease of guest handling.

We are here to help you navigate safe transportation program builds. Reach out to us for more information.
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These PRA considerations are broad in nature. Specific requirements may be required by local jurisdictions based on regulations/ phases at the time of the program.